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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.2.7 

 

General 

 LREM-AAXDBL - You can no longer use blanks as first character in Customer- and Purchase order numbers. 

 FOHN-AG8B3C - TeamViewer version 12 is included in new installation or update of MONITOR. TeamViewer 
is used when using remote control session by the support staff at Monitor when you need support in 
MONITOR. 

 AFOG-AGUM5T - Default values during AutoRuns didn’t work in printout procedures if the user that made 
the AutoRun didn’t have automatic default values set. 

 JELA-AGVFJY - MDate.dll couldn’t be loaded if any of four Windows Update was missing. 

 JELA-AH2GPH - The setting for bar code on forms was default set to No when the different bar code options 
were increased by the revised database. 

 JELA-AH9K3N - Customized Popups couldn’t present "Del. date" with any other value than date format. 

 AFOG-AHHMF4 - More is logged when you perform AutoRuns of list procedures. 

 CSIG-AHQBM8 - Activities added from a default Activity template weren’t saved. 

 FOHN-AHVC6J - The company name could get Historical/Test in the header, if the personal ini-file or the 
path to MONITOR contained a Test company as Start company that didn’t exist in Monitor.ini on the 

MONITOR server. 

 AFOG-AHXM59 - It wasn’t possible to import an e-mail message from Outlook directly when you opened an 
Order procedure. This error occurred if you had Property Management activated. 

Manufacturing 

 SSTG-AGFEHY - A program error occurred if a subcontract operation had a reference entered and you sent 
the subcontract documents from the Register Manufacturing Order procedure. 

 SWIO-AGTHSC - There was a maximum limit of number of Parts that you could export at same time in the 
Import / Export Preparation procedure. 

 JELA-AHJKSP - The Pick List procedure with a large selection didn’t make the AutoRun if the setting ”Run 
whether user is logged on or not” was activated. 

 JELA-AHSBB6 - The file name on attached subcontract documents became Subc.pdf no matter if it was a 
Purchase order or a Delivery note if you had English as user language. Now will these attached files be 
distinguished by different file names Subc. purchase order –XXX.pdf and Subc. delivery note – XXX.pdf. 
(Where XXX shall symbolize order number.) 

 FOHN-AHWDFW - Date format YYWWD for periods could cause a program error when you made printouts 
of Crystal Reports Manufacturing order documents. 

Purchase 

 MJON-AGGGMS - If you registered a supplier invoice by using drag and dropping XML-files and the Setting 

"Suggested exchange rate during registration" was set on Rate according to invoice date, the invoiced 
amount was still calculated with current rate. 

 LREM-AGSM33 - The country code HR (Croatia) didn’t work in the SEPA payment file to the bank. 
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 LAHM-AGUL4U - The ISO payment files can manage "&" characters in the Company name, Supplier name 
and Bank name. 

 SHÖD-AHFBYG - An error message could be displayed if you used Save as… in the Register Inquiry 
procedure and changed supplier on the new Inquiry. 

 LREM-AHFF26 - When you have linked a supplier invoice in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure you 
shall be able to undo and instead preliminary link the invoice. This shall be possible if not Accrual 

accounting is preformed, the invoice is not linked to the Fixed asset register or the Coding isn’t approved 
by pressing OK. During certain circumstances this was impossible. 

 JEDS-AHGHHV - When importing purchase orders in the Import EDI Orders procedure and there was 
supplier links with the suppliers’ part number, the part number wasn’t saved to the field Your part number 
on the purchase order. 

 LAHM-AHJEWB - An error message could be displayed if you had blocked the Accounts payable account and 
registered a suppler invoice with VAT exempt in the Register Suppler Invoices procedure. 

 SHÖD-AHKKXA - The Invoice Basis procedure with Historical printout date didn’t display any result. 

 SHÖD-AHNE77 - Deleted supplier invoices are no longer displayed in list type AP Ledger in the Search 
Accounts Payable Ledger procedure. 

 GÅNY-AHRH3H - News concerning Estonia: As of 1st January 2017 you shall report VAT on certain 
domestic purchases that will be considered as purchases with Reversed liability for payment. For these 
purchases you select Reversed liability for payment on the current invoice in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure (unless this has been set for the supplier). The VAT will be coded automatically 
according to the VAT rate on the supplier and according to the standard accounts used for reversed liability 
for payment. However, you shall enter the VAT amount in the field VAT amount as well. These purchases 
will be presented with special code 12. The VAT amount that is entered in the field VAT amount will be 
added to the net amount in the column Invoice total including VAT in the VAT report called "Form KMD 
INF". If you have entered a percentage in the field VAT deduction, the reduced VAT amount shall be 
entered in the field VAT amount. The correct VAT amount will automatically be coded on the VAT accounts 
used for reversed liability for payment. These purchases will be presented in the VAT report called "Form 
KMD INF" with special code 11 and 12. The reduced VAT amount will be presented in the column for Input 
VAT amount that is added to the net amount in the column Invoice total including VAT. 

 LAHM-AHRHLR - Link of purchase order with subcontract to supplier invoice in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure caused incorrect purchase statistics. 

 FPEN-AHVH5D - Empty pages were included in the printout of Purchase order suggestions from the 
Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

 LREM-AHVJ3C - An error message was displayed if you tried to forward an invoice in MONITOR Authorize. 

 SHÖD-AJ4DVR - Underscore in ISO files with Swedbank format didn’t work. Now are underscore in supplier 
invoice number replaced with a hyphen/dash in the ISO file. 

 LSTC-AJ6EL8 - It wasn’t possible to print Fixed order when you used Release order suggestion from the 
Order window when the Fixed order had status 9. 

Sales 

 LAHM-A6BCF9 - An adjustment is made to avoid a round-off difference between the total row amount and 
the invoicing plan in the Register Customer Order and Register Quote procedures. 

 PFLN-A9UJ5E - The Pick List procedure with Show Only parts without shortage and Show Only complete 
orders selected also included Fictitious parts, which often caused incorrect results. This incorrect result 
occurred due to the available balance of the Fictitious part were less than the rest quantity. 

 FOHN-AEWKUH - News: A new Setting "Show Deliver the entire order in the Delivery Reporting" is added 
so you can avoid the question Mark the entire order as delivered? in the Delivery Reporting procedure. If 
you uncheck the Setting, the Rows tab will open directly without any rows selected. 

 FOHN-AF3KCD - Quantity to deliver could be zero in the Pick list EDI if the entire balance was cleared and 
available balance was equal to zero. 
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 GÅNY-AF59R8 - Only the current customer’s orders will be displayed under the button Order backlog in the 
Customer Info procedure if you use Customer code invoice. 

 SHÖD-AFCBVZ - Now is Tax assessment basis also displayed on the Swedish Crystal Reports invoices. 

 SHÖD-AFGCYJ - STPD (Standard price during delivery) and STPI (Standard price during invoicing) didn’t 
work correctly in the Invoicing Log procedure. 

 AKWK-AFGCCD - It wasn’t possible to create an agreement with an own number in the Register 

Agreement procedure. In other words it wasn’t possible to use a number that wasn’t included in the 
Number series. 

 MLAN-AFQAS4 - Incorrectly entered Customer order number in the Customer Order Info procedure or 
incorrect Customer code in the Register Customer Order procedure could freeze MONITOR or make 
MONITOR shut down when you changed field. 

 SSTG-AFTHBH - Error messages in the Update Service procedure weren’t translated to other languages 
than Swedish. 

 SSTG-AFWEDF - Service with Service location At customer was incorrectly displayed on the Transport label 
tab in the Report Arrival – Service procedure. 

 SSTG-AFXCAE - Now it’s possible to enter 30 characters in the field Your inquiry number in the Register 
Quote procedure. 

 SSTG-AG8GXD - The phrase Linked documents in the Update Service procedure wasn’t translated to 
other languages than Swedish. 

 FOHN-AGDAPV - Default number of copies didn’t work in the Print Packing List procedure. You only got 
one copy of the printout. 

 SSTG-AGFDPB - With the Setting "All warehouses by default when printing customer orders" activated, the 
setting All WH will be set automatically in the Print Customer Order procedure. 

 SSTG-AGFC5V - The Customer order incorrectly got a new printout date if you changed status from 3 (3 
Cannot confirm del. time) to 2 (Order confirmation printed), even if the order already was printed. 

 FOHN-AGFDH4 - News: A new Setting "Load to Payment ref. on shipping doc. during cash on del." is 
added to make it possible to display OCR/Ref/KID/FI number as Reference number when using cash on 
delivery in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SSÖG-AGLKNG - There was a problem with the amount in the export of EDI invoices with Format 319 if 
you used Alternate unit on the order row. 

 SWIO-AGLL4M - You can use Fictitious Parts as service material, but the Fictitious Parts will not be 
presented on the invoice basis. The Fictitious Part will be broken down to its incorporated parts on the 
Manufacturing order. You will not be able to see which service material that belongs to the Fictitious Part in 
the Service Summary procedure; all the incorporated parts will be presented on the invoice basis. This 
means that you will have to register Sales prices on the incorporated parts of Fictitious Part, since these 
incorporated parts will be invoiced. The Setting "Set price on fictitious parts in customer / purchase 
orders?" will not affect how Fictitious Parts are managed on a Service. 

 SSTG-AGSENQ - The phrases under the button Service technician in the Register service window weren’t 
translated. 

 FOHN-AGTDVZ - The CMR Waybill missed registration number of vehicles. 

 SHYS-AGVLGL - This only applies to systems used in Poland. The invoices didn’t get any VAT date when 
you created an invoice in the Update Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

 SSTG-AH4EC9 - The price wasn’t recalculated if you changed Currency directly on the Main tab in the 
Register Customer Order procedure before you registered any order rows. 

 FOHN-AH9EWD - Calculated Gross weight was displayed in the Packing List Register procedure instead 
of the weight manually entered in the Packing List procedure. 

 FOHN-AHBARQ - The requirement of GAN customer number for the shipper with Shipping agent ID Unifaun 
(general) is removed in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 
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 MWIK-AHHAS4 - The entire header Nonconformity wasn’t displayed in the Register service window in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

 PFLN-AHPHXK - The dates could become incorrect when you entered t (today) in the field Delivery period in 
the Register Customer Order procedure if you had Transport time set on the Customer. 

 FOHN-AHPL7Q - Insert row in the Register Customer Order procedure took long time if the order 
consisted of 1000 rows. 

 FOHN-AHQAU5 - The languages Norwegian and Danish are added in Open saved printouts in Unifaun 
Online from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SHÖD-AHRB5B - It wasn’t possible to save a new agreement if you had activated the Setting "Manage 
invoicing plans on quotes/customer orders". 

 FOHN-AJ6H4U - News: Storage code in format 20 (HVD3 column 19) is implemented which make it 
possible to import Storage in the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 CSIG-AJ6KD5 - Sorting in the Delivery List procedure classified on Customer code and list type Delivery 
reporting will now be sorted on Position instead on Location if you had selected No in the Setting 
"Reasonability check of excess reporting in Delivery Reporting?". 

Inventory 

 SSTG-AG8DAZ - Now are P-parts selected by default in the Prepare Annual Budget procedure. 

 CSIG-AGKDRH - A program error could occur during replanning in the Rescheduling Suggestion – In 
procedure. 

 LSTC-AGUHSM - Documents linked to an Activity in the Part Info procedure could also result in links to 
other Part’s activites. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewing. 

 SSTG-AH4GAC - News: Now it’s also possible to edit Reorder point for Pick location – Production in the 
Physical Inventory List Reporting procedure. 

 LSTC-AHHCMS - New data wasn’t loaded if you changed Warehouse in the Print Annual Volume 
procedure. 

 LSTC-AHHEJ5 - A program error occurred if you tried to press Affect balance for a not existing Part in the 
Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JELA-AHWGK8 - The attached PDF file of the Nonconformity report wasn’t attached to e-mails from the 
Activities tab in the Register Nonconformity procedure.  

 AFOG-AJCGVZ - Property Management combined with activities and a default comment from an Activity 
template locked text numbers. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9D9AMD - The Work center became incorrect on nonconformities created from a structure order in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. 

 PPEN-AFXCDK - An edit lock-up occurred if you filtered on department in the Authorize / Adjust 
Recording procedure. 

 FPEN-AGKJ4U - Adjustments made in the Update Accumulated Balances / Authorized By procedure 
didn’t create any log records in the Historical Time Balances procedure. 

 PPEN-AHHHQ7 - Every second page became empty on the printouts from the Priority Planning List 
procedure with list type Delegated work and New page / employee selected. 

 SWIO-AHPL75 - A program error occurred in the Statistics procedure with Show… Only total selected. 
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Accounting 

 KFTM-ADUCAP - If Scheduled depreciations are made when the manual number series is locked, you can 
re-make the depreciations on another occasion. 

 LAHM-AHACSZ - A problem occurred with balance records and creating budget caused an error message 
during Year switch. 

 SHYS-AHHRFU - This only applies to systems used in Poland: The Polish VAT report will calculate VAT 
on VAT exempt sales correctly; when the tax authority hasn’t approved that it is EU sales. 

 LAHM-AJ7G7D - This applies to systems in Poland: If you enter VAT register = Export and set a VAT% 
for instance VAT – 23% (minus 23%) in the Adjust VAT Register procedure, this invoice will be displayed 
in two registers that month. First in the VAT Register Domestic with negative values and then in the Export 
register as an usual export sales (no VAT). This is a new development to manage export sales which have 
not been approved by the Customs Department that it is valid export sales. 

 LREM-AJBLT3 - This only applies to systems used in Estonia: Incorrect tag was used in the export of 
the Estonian VAT report. Now is the correct tag "transactions14" used. 

General Settings 

 AKWK-AFYDXL - It wasn’t possible to enter an interval of Part numbers or Part codes in the Product 
Series procedure. 

 FOHN-AJCHCX - The button Disconnect on the Advanced tab in the Logged Users procedure, disconnected 
all users no matter if you answered Yes or No on the control question Disconnect user [NN] in company 
[XYZ]?. 

Management Accounting 

 LAHM-AGKCNX - An error message could be displayed during Posterior coding of the Calculation diff if you 
didn’t have any Company calendar registered for all Warehouses. This error only occurred if you had any of 
the price alternatives with “pre-calculated or post-calculated…” on the coding method for Calculation diff. 

 GÅNY-AH9J5J - You have to use the Price alternative Standard price from invoice log on Coding method for 
service in the Invoicing log when using Service management combined with Management accounting. Error 
code 10 - "The part type cannot be used with the selected price alternative." and red records are displayed 
in the Invoicing log ledger if you have used another Price alternative. 
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